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Main contributions
Theoretical:
• Definition of a new class of valid inequalities, called 2-links, for the
standard linearization polytope.
• The 2-links (added to the standard linearization) provide a
complete description for functions with two monomials.
Computational:
• Great improvements of the continuous relaxation bounds.
• Decrease of computation times (in many cases by factor 10).
• The number of 2-links is only quadratic in the number of terms.








s. t. xi ∈ {0, 1} i = 1, . . . , n
• S: subsets of {1, . . . , n} with aS 6= 0 and |S | ≥ 2,
• l(x) linear part.









xi − (|S | − 1) ∀S ∈ S
• for variables xi , yS ∈ {0, 1}, the convex hull of feasible solutions is P∗SL,
• for continous variables xi , yS ∈ [0, 1], the set of feasible solutions is PSL.
The 2-link inequalities [1]
Definition:
For S ,T ∈ S and yS , yT such that yS =
∏
i∈S xi , yT =
∏
i∈T xi ,
• the 2-link associated with (S ,T ) is the linear inequality
yS ≤ yT −
∑
i∈T\S xi + |T\S |,
• P2linksSL is the polytope defined by the SL inequalities and the 2-links.
Interpretation:
S T
yS = 1⇒ ∀i ∈ S , xi = 1
yT = 0 and yS = 1⇒ ∃j ∈ T\S , xj = 0
Theorem 1: A complete description for the case of two monomials
For the case of two nonlinear monomials, P∗SL = P
2links
SL , i.e., the standard linearization
and the 2-links provide a complete description of P∗SL.
Theorem 2: Facet-defining inequalities for the case of two monomials
For the case of two nonlinear monomials defined by S ,T with |S ∩ T | ≥ 2, the 2-links
are facet-defining for P∗SL.
Computational experiments: are the 2-links helpful for the general case?
Objectives:
• compare the bounds obtained when optimizing over PSL and P2linksSL ,
• compare the computational performance of exact resolution methods.
Software used: CPLEX 12.06.
Inequalities
• SL: standard linearization,
• cplex: CPLEX automatic cuts,
• 2L: 2-links.
Random instances: definition
Number of variables n, number of terms m. Monomials are uniformly distributed.
Fixed degree:
inst. d n m inst. d n m
rf-a 3 400 800 rf-e 4 400 550
rf-b 3 400 900 rf-f 4 400 600
rf-c 3 600 1100 rf-g 4 600 750
rf-d 3 600 1200 rf-h 4 600 800
Random degree (proba. 2d−1):
inst. n m inst. n m
rr-a 200 600 rr-e 400 1000
rr-b 200 700 rr-f 600 1300
rr-c 200 800 rr-g 600 1400
rr-d 400 900 rr-h 600 1500
Instances inspired from image restoration problems (degree 4)
Base images:
• top left rect. (tl),






0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 1
0 1 1 1 1 0
0 1 1 0 1 0
0 0 1 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
Image restoration
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0
0 1 1 1 1 0
0 1 1 1 1 0
0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
Results random instances























































































































Results image restoration instances
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